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Licking Your Wounds: Scientists Isolate
Compound In Human Saliva That Speeds
Wound Healing
July 24, 2008 — A report by scientists from the
Netherlands identifies a compound in human saliva
that greatly speeds wound healing. This research
may offer hope to people suffering from chronic
wounds related to ... > full story
Olympic Games: Air Quality
Forecasts For China
July 24, 2008 — With less than a
month remaining before the Beijing
Olympics, Chinese officials have introduced a
series of measures to improve air quality for the
Games. A new tool has been installed in the
capital ... > full story
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Over-the-counter Anesthetic Gel Puts The
Squeeze On Mammogram Pain
July 24, 2008 — The simple application of a
pain-relieving gel may reduce the breast
discomfort some women experience during
mammography exams. For a mammography
exam, a radiologic technologist positions the ...
> full story
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Balance Problems? Step Into The
IShoe
July 24, 2008 — Your grandmother
might have little in common with an
astronaut, but both could benefit from a new
device an MIT graduate student is designing to
test balancing ... > full story
Virtual Toothache Helps Student Dentists
July 24, 2008 — Masha, a middle-aged avatar
from Second Life, is an integral part of a new
research project to teach and give students
practice time to communicate with mock patients.
Not only do findings from the ... > full story
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Ideally, we would be able to glance
at a complex visual stimulus (the
software program), and our visual system (the hardware)
would automatically and effortlessly generate a perception,
which would inform us of the output of the computation,
Changizi said.
Changizi has begun successfully applying his approach by
developing visual representations of digital circuits. A large
and important class of computations used in calculators,
computers, phones, and most of today's electronic products,
digital circuits are constructed from assemblies of logic gates,
and always have an output value of zero or one.
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Assistant Professor of Cognitive
Science Mark Changizi has begun to
develop a technique to turn our eyes
and visual system into a
programmable computer. His
findings are reported in the latest
issue of the journal Perception.
Harnessing the computing power of
our visual system, according to
Changizi, requires visually
representing a computer program in
such a way that when an individual
views the representation, the visual
system naturally carries out the
computation and generates a
perception.
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Human Visual System Could Make Powerful Computer
ScienceDaily (July 24, 2008) — Since the idea of
using DNA to create faster, smaller, and more
powerful computers originated in 1994, scientists
have been scrambling to develop successful ways
to use genetic code for computation. Now, new
research from a professor at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute suggests that if we want to
carry out artificial computations, all we have to do
is literally look around.
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more science videos

To actually get your visual system to carry out this
computation requires "perceptually walking
through the circuit" from the inputs downward to
the output. (Credit: Rensselaer/Changizi)
Ads by Google
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"A digital circuit needs wire in order to transmit signals to
different parts of the circuit. The 'wire' in a visual
representation of a digital circuit is part of the drawing itself,
which can be perceived only in two ways," said Changizi, who Visual Studio 2008 Class
MS Visual Studio 2008 training Sign-up Now
created visual stimuli to elicit perceptions of an object tilted
toward (an output of one) or away (an output of zero) from the NewHorizons.com
viewer. "An input to a digital circuit is a zero or one. Similarly,
an input to a visual version of the circuit is an unambiguous cue Related Stories
to the tilt at that part of the circuit."
Learning About Brains From Computers, And
Changizi used simple drawings of unambiguous boxes as
Vice Versa (Feb. 20, 2008) — For many years,
inputs for his visually represented digital circuits. The
Tomaso Poggio's lab at MIT ran two parallel lines
positioning and shading of each box indicates which direction
of research. Some projects were aimed at
the image is tilted.
understanding how the brain works, using complex
He also created visual representations of the logic gates NOT, computational models. Others were aimed at ...
> read more
which flips a circuit's state from 0 to 1 or vice versa; OR,
which outputs 1 if one or both inputs are 1; and AND, which
Tiny Computing Machine Fueled By DNA;
outputs 1 only if both inputs are 1.
Device Awarded In Guinness World Record For
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"Smallest Biological Computing Device" (Feb.
27, 2003) — Fifty years after the discovery of the
structure of DNA, a new use has been found for
this celebrated molecule: fuel for molecular
computation systems. The research, conducted by
scientists at the ... > read more
Vibrations May Deliver Crucial Information To
Pilots (Aug. 15, 2000) — Researchers at Ohio
State University are exploring ways for pilots to
monitor automated flight deck systems with their
skin instead of just their eyes and ... > read more
Silicon Chip Created By University At Buffalo
Engineer Mimics Function Of Octopus Retina
(Sep. 23, 2003) — A University at Buffalo optical
engineer has created a silicon chip that mimics the
structure and functionality of an octopus ... > read
more
Visonary Computers May Put
Hockey On Cell Phones (May 21,
2004) — They may never appreciate
the poetry of a sprawling glove save,
or the thrill of an overtime winner, but computers
are a step closer to 'seeing' the sport of ice
hockey, thanks to research at ... > read more
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Adapted from materials provided by Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, via EurekAlert!, a service of AAAS.
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